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[1] The main concept of seismic source tomography, the projection lines along which the
observed signals are back‐projected to the fault, is extended to complete wavefields.
The so‐called “dynamic projection strips” (DPSs) are defined, and a method to construct
the strips from individual waveforms is described. In this way, each individual station role
in the inversion can be better understood. Synthetic models with two asperities (two
unilateral and one bilateral rupture scenarios) are used as examples. They are analyzed
using two independent slip inversion methods with similar results, bias of the rupture
speed for all scenarios and a strong false asperity in the middle of the bilateral fault. Both
artifacts can be explained by the DPS analysis as inherent nonuniqueness of the inverse
problem due to the joint effect of the two true asperities. Removal of some slip artifacts
by imposing various constraints is discussed, but most of the constraints are hardly
applicable in practice. As such, it is recommended to look at least for possible indications
of the most significant inversion artifacts. This seems to be feasible through combining
DPSs derived from real data and synthetic models of various rupture scenarios for a given
fault and stations. The ideas are applied to the Movri Mountain earthquake in Greece,
Mw6.3, 8 June 2008. It appears that the earthquake was predominantly unilateral, however
with a nonunique space‐time slip pattern. Few equivalent nonsmooth models, all fitting
the data equally well, are illustrated.
Citation: Zahradník, J., and F. Gallovič (2010), Toward understanding slip inversion uncertainty and artifacts, J. Geophys. Res.,
115, B09310, doi:10.1029/2010JB007414.

1. Introduction
[2] Deciphering seismograms for the spatiotemporal evolution of a fault rupture (the slip inversion, in short) is
essential for any progress in earthquake physics. It has been
a challenging topic in seismology since the 1980s. Extensive
reviews and comparisons of various methods, including
techniques to assess the uncertainty of results, were recently
presented by Semmane et al. [2005], Piatanesi et al. [2007],
Hartzell et al. [2007], Monelli and Mai [2008], Custódio et al.
[2009], etc. Databases of the slip inversion of large earthquakes have been created by M. Mai (http://www.seismo.
ethz.ch/srcmod/) and D. Wald (http://pasadena.wr.usgs.gov/
office/wald/slip_models.html), and empirical scaling laws
have been derived [Somerville et al., 1999; Mai and Beroza,
2000, 2002; Lavallée and Archuleta, 2003; Lavallée et al.,
2006]. Quick, almost real‐time slip inversion has become
a part of the activities after big events, for example, in
relation to shake maps [Wald et al., 1999; Convertito et al.,
2010], with direct application in postearthquake emergency
measures. A better understanding of the earthquake source
would also improve scenario studies for earthquake hazard
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assessment [Pulido et al., 2004; Ripperger et al., 2008; Wang
et al., 2008; Ameri et al., 2009]. It has been clear from the
very beginning that inversion is typically underdetermined
and has a limited resolution; thus alternative models of
significant earthquakes have always been discussed in an
attempt to identify the most stable (robust) features of rupture evolution. Blind experiments on synthetic data [Mai
et al., 2007; Gallovič et al., 2007] improved the physical
insight into various methodologies. Nevertheless, systematic
understanding of the inherent uncertainty of the slip inversions is still rather poor.
[3] To illustrate the problem, let us consider an example:
Two working groups analyze an earthquake, one revealing
asperities A and B and the other finding A and C. They claim
“confirmation” of asperity A and broadly discuss whether B
or C is more relevant. What we want to emphasize in the
present paper is that sometimes even the robust feature A
might be wrong. This is the case when the misfit function has
a major deep local minimum that strongly attracts various
misfit‐minimization procedures, although this minimum is
far from the true spatial‐temporal slip pattern (with just a
slightly lower misfit). Cases like that will be called spurious
(or false) asperities.
[4] For example, Page et al. [2009] analyzed similar artifacts
in the linear inversion of static GPS data using the resolution
matrix [Tarantola, 1987]. Owing to the underdetermination
of the problem, the data could not resolve tradeoffs among
numerous model parameters. Thus false asperities appeared
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in the poorly resolved areas, i.e., in places where the
parameter uncertainty (due to the station network configuration) had its local maxima. However, Page et al. [2009]
did not study the mechanism how artifacts are generated.
The objective of the present paper is to study such a
mechanism. We analyze the individual station contributions
to the uncertainty of the slip imaging and how they sum up
to produce the artifacts. Synthetic examples on errorless data
demonstrate false asperities generated even when the stations best constraining the inversion are available, i.e., the
directive and antidirective stations. The work was initiated
and inspired by the practical inversion of a Mw6.3 earthquake [Gallovič et al., 2009]. Synthetic experiments in the
present followup paper use the same station distribution as
for the real earthquake. The observed data are reanalyzed at
the end.
[5] The method we adopt to understand the nonuniqueness of the slip inversion is most closely related to the
tomographic source inversions [Ruff, 1984; Menke, 1985].
These authors studied wavefields in the far‐field Fraunhofer
approximation; the slip inversion was discussed in terms of
the inverse Radon transform, and the concept of straight
“integration lines” (or “projection lines”) for P and S phases
at the individual stations was developed. Frankel and
Wennerberg [1989] relaxed the Fraunhofer approximation
and discussed the curved projection lines; the P and S
phases were modeled using the ray method. The authors
stressed the limited resolution due to the (unavoidable)
limited angular coverage of the projection lines; Bindi and
Caponetto [2001] pointed out particular problems with
bilateral faults. Our study extends the tomographic source
inversion in two ways: (1) the concept of projection lines is
extended to strips due to the finite size of the asperities,
demonstrating how the strips may explain the inversion
artifacts from the kinematic viewpoint, and (2) dynamic
projection strips (DPS’s), arising from complete low‐frequency seismograms, are introduced, thus complementing
the kinematic explanation of inversion artifacts. The waveform inversion is then performed by two recently developed
methods, both treating full wavefields, including near‐field
effects and interference (surface) waves. The two methods
have not yet been compared before. The “low‐frequency”
range, considered in this paper, is the range in which the
finite source extent still plays a significant role, but, at the
same time, Green’s functions can be satisfactorily calculated
for near‐regional stations with structural models at hand.

2. Concept of Kinematic Projection Lines
and Strips
[6] Assume a line fault composed of N point sources
situated along the x‐axis, Xj = {xj, 0, 0}, j = 1, 2,…, N; the
slip rate at each point is s(t), e.g., a triangular signal. The
far‐field apparent source time function ASTF at station Y =
{xst, yst, zst} is then [Aki and Richards, 2002]
ASTFðY ; tÞ ¼

X

Aðxj Þsðt  ðY ; xj ÞÞ;

ð1Þ

j

ðY ; xj Þ ¼ j ¼ T R ðxj Þ þ T P ðY ; xj Þ;

ð2Þ
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where Aj = A(xj) denotes the slip rate amplitude, T Rj = T R(xj)
the rupture time and T Pj = T P(Y, xj) is the travel time of a
given phase, e.g., S wave, from the jth point source to station Y. Given a set of ASTFs at several stations, the inverse
problem is to determine xj, Aj, T Rj for j = 1, 2,…, N. An
essential concept is the “projection line” defined for station
Y by
TjR þ TjP ¼ const ¼ T R ðxÞ þ T P ðY ; xÞ:

ð3Þ

The projection line is a set of points in the x − t plane
(x and t corresponding to the along‐strike position and time,
respectively) such that each has the same signal arrival time
t j at the station. The line represents the spatiotemporal
uncertainty of the back‐projection of the single‐station signal. Thus the inversion, combining several stations, can be
understood as the simultaneous location of the N events in
space and time. Figure 1 shows examples of such lines
drawn in the x − t plot (see also below). Considering a wave
traveling with constant speed V, the T R(x) = const − T P(Y, x)
line is a hyperbola. It degenerates into inclined straight lines
for stations situated along the x axis (along the fault strike).
Such stations are characterized by the steepest angles with
respect to the x axis among all possible station positions. If
the Fraunhofer approximation is used, the projection line is
a straight line for any station position. Note that the projection line should not be misinterpreted with an isochrone
[Spudich and Frazer, 1984; Bernard and Madariaga, 1984;
Festa and Zollo, 2006]. Our approach is more general
without the necessity of prescribing the nucleation point and
rupture velocity. The isochrone would be point(s) on the x
axis corresponding to the intersection(s) of the projection
line with the true slip segment(s).
[7] As an illustration (Figure 1a), assume a homogeneous
medium, shear velocity Vs = 3.4 km/s, and a single asperity
10 km in length; the rupture starts at X1 = {0, 0, 0} km at
t = 2 s and propagates at speed Vr = 2.5 km/s. We consider two stations situated along the x axis, YF and YB
in the forward (x > 0) and backward (x < 0) direction,
respectively; their distance is unimportant. In the x − t space
we have two parallel projection lines for each station
corresponding to the end points of the asperity, delineating
the so‐called “kinematic projection strips” (KPSs). As the
widths of the strips equal the apparent source duration at the
stations L(1/Vs ± 1/Vr), the strips are narrow and wide for YF
and YB, respectively. If ASTF is known, it can be back‐
projected to the fault along the strip. The solution of the
inverse problem is in the x − t region in which the two KPSs
intersect with one another. This intersection contains not
only the correct solution (i.e., the true x − t source segment),
but also some vicinity that “blurs” the source image. Note
that owing to the subhorizontal character of the KPSs for
stations off the fault, adding more stations (YO in Figure 1a)
would not eliminate the blurring even if the data were free of
any error. Furthermore, if the forward directivity station is
not present, the blurring would be extremely large (see the
region delineated by the green and blue lines in Figure 1a).
The blurring grows with decreasing Vr /Vs.
[8] Figure 1b shows even more dramatic artifacts arising
from the overlapping of KPSs, related to multiple (in our
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic x − t plot for a single asperity rupturing from x = 0 to 10 km (bold line) with
rupture velocity Vr = 2.6 km/s. The kinematic projection lines (assuming homogeneous medium with Vs =
3.4 km/s) are shown for the asperity end points (black squares), considering three stations (see inset for
their respective positions with respect to the rupture propagation). Intersection of the three station strips
(gray filled area) represents the uncertainty of the inverse problem (“blurring”). (b) Schematic x − t plot
for two asperities and three stations (in the same settings as for Figure 1a). The forward (YF) and backward station (YB) projection strips intersect not only at the spots including the asperities (a, b) but also at
two other spots (a′, b′) where the slip inversion is expected to yield artifacts (wrong space‐time positions
of the asperities). Note that the third station (YO) does not help to constrain the inversion as it intersects
all the four spots.

case two) asperities. Mathematically, the situation can be
described as follows: Let a and b denote two asperities. The
ith station seismogram can be symbolically expressed as Si =
G(a [ b), where G denotes the projection from model space
(a and b) into data space (Si). The contribution of ith station
to the inversion is G−1(Si) = ai [ bi, where ai and bi are the
KPSs, representing the uncertainty with which asperities a
and b are recognized by the ith station (color lines in Figure 1b).
The multistation inversion can then be expressed as
1
1
G1
1 ^ G2 ^ . . . ^ GN ¼

\
ðai [ bi Þ;

ð4Þ

i

which says that the solution matching simultaneously the
data at all stations (the left‐hand side of equation (4)) is
inside the intersection of their kinematic strips (two strips ai
and bi per ith station). For example, for N = 3 in Figure 1b,
the solution of the inverse problem contains not only true
asperities a and b but also the two false asperities a′ and b′.
This approach provides similar information to that from the
resolution matrix of linear problems: we see how the true
solution (a, b) is mapped to the inversion result (a, b, a′, b′);
see below for more details.

moment‐tensor density mpq and Green’s tensor spatial
derivatives Gip,q:
Z
ui ðY ; tÞ ¼

ð5Þ

Let mpq(x) = apqM(x)m(t − T R(x)), where apq (moment tensor
density corresponding to unit slip) and m(t) (unit moment
time function) are independent of x, and M(x) and T R(x)
denote the x‐dependent moment size and rupture time,
respectively. Denoting ~si(Y, x, t) = m(t) * apqGip,q(Y, x, t),
discretizing (5) and omitting hereafter subscript i and symbol
Y yields
uðtÞ ¼

X

M ðxj Þ~sðxj ; t  TjR Þ ¼

j

X

Wj ðtÞ:

ð6Þ

j

This is the sum of the complete point‐source contributions
Wj(t) = M(xj)~s(xj, t − T Rj ). In the far‐field approximation each
Wj(t) can be summed up from the individual “phases” k = 1, 2,
…, M, say the P and S waves, multiples, surface waves, etc.,
with their appropriate travel times T Pjk and the same source
function s(x, t):
uðtÞ ¼

3. Concept of Dynamic Projection Strips
[9] To link the kinematics (projection lines and strips)
with seismograms, we have to “look inside” the waveform
inversion and show that each station actually contributes to
the inversion through a “dynamic projection strip” (DPS) in
the x − t plane.
[10] The ith component of the ground‐motion displacement for a line source can be expressed by means of the

mpq ðx; tÞ * Gip;q ðY ; x; tÞdx:

XX
j

M ðxj ÞSk ðxj Þsðxj ; t  TjR  TjkP Þ;

ð7Þ

k

where Sk(xj) represents both the effect of the source station distance and of the focal mechanism. Obviously,
equation (1) is a special case of (7) for a single phase, k = 1,
with M(xj)S1(xj) = Aj. Similarly to (1), using (7) we intend
to describe the spatiotemporal uncertainty of the back‐
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[13] 2. Scale y′i (t) by assigning a proper scalar moment m,
so that ui (t) is approximated by yi (t) = my′i (t) in the least‐
squares sense; this yields
m¼

P R
ðtÞy 0 ðtÞdt
i u
Ri 0 2 i
P
:
i yi ðtÞdt

ð9Þ

Waveform yi(t) represents a single‐source contribution Wj
in (6). As yi(t) is complete, containing all body and surface
phases, the summation over the phases (the second sum in
(7)) is included implicitly, and no far‐field approximation
is made.
[14] 3. If m > 0, evaluate the fit between yi(t) and the
entire waveform u(t) by means of the variance reduction
varred ¼ 1 

P R
 y ðtÞ2 dt
i ½ui ðtÞ
P R 2 i
;
i ui ðtÞdt

ð10Þ

or, alternatively, by means of varred = c2, where c denotes
the correlation,
Figure 2. Movri Mountain Mw6.3 earthquake in Greece:
the epicenter (asterisk), fault (gray bold line), focal mechanism, and eight near‐regional stations. This setup is used
in this paper for both synthetic and real‐data modeling.
Symbols refer to the station network: ITSAK (squares),
NOA (circle), PSLNET (triangles). Main tectonic lines of
western Greece are displayed.
projection of seismogram u(t) into the x − t plane on the
fault. This means finding the point sources in the x − t plane
whose contribution at a given station is (approximately) the
same as that of the individual Wj’s. Similarly to equation (3),
each term of (6) can be substituted by an arbitrary equivalent
point source belonging to a set (DPS) characterized by
:
M ðxj ÞSk ðxj Þsðxj ; t  TjR  TjkP Þ ¼
:
¼ M ðxÞSðxÞsðx; t  T R ðxÞ  T P ðxÞÞ:

ð8Þ

This means that the set contains not only the true source
points, but also the others whose position x, strength M(x)S(x),
and arrival time T R(x) + T P(x), all together, fit approximately one of the Wj’s. The “tricky point” of the DPS is
that the real data do not provide the decomposition (6) into
the individual Wj’s. Therefore the DPS must be constructed
by means of comparing the trial point source contributions
in the x − t plane with the complete record. The slip inversion is then responsible for partitioning the DPS into individual contributions Wj in the complete record (6) by
simultaneously fitting all stations considered (see below).
[11] The construction of DPS for a given station is a grid‐
search‐based signal‐detection procedure:
[12] 1. Take a single‐station three‐component waveform
ui(t), i denoting the component. For each trial x − t point
calculate the synthetic waveform y′i(t) in a given crustal
model, using the unit scalar moment. The moment‐rate
function of the elementary point source is effectively a delta
function (e.g., we use a triangle of 1‐s duration in this study
while the maximum considered frequency is 0.2 Hz). The
focal mechanism (strike, dip, rake) is assumed known.

P R
i ui ðtÞyi ðtÞdt
ﬃqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
:
c ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P R 2
P R 2
i ui ðtÞdt
i yi ðtÞdt

ð11Þ

For m ≤ 0 set c = 0.
[15] 4. Finally, plot c as a function of the x − t position.
The compact regions of the nonzero values of c represent the
DPSs for the station under study.
3.1. Dynamic Strips From Synthetic Experiments
[16] The DPS concept is illustrated on synthetic experiments based on our previous study of the Movri Mountain
Mw6.3 earthquake in Greece [Gallovič et al., 2009, Figure 2].
The study determined the centroid moment tensor from
regional data, and identified the fault plane by analyzing the
relative positions of the hypocenter and centroid [Zahradník
et al., 2008a], later confirmed by the aftershock distribution.
[17] The slip inversion tests were set up with the intention
to cover a broader range of source models than preliminarily
indicated for the studied event (the strategy recommended
for structural tomography by, e.g., Běhounková et al.
[2007]). We solve the forward and inverse problem for a
line source containing two asperities with the rupture
propagating at a constant speed Vr = 3.0 km/s. Three scenarios are considered in Figures 3a–5a, unilateral rupture
propagation to the right or left, i.e., along x > 0, x < 0, and
bilateral propagation from x = 0 km. The strike, dip, and
rake (30°, 87°, −178°, constant along the fault), scalar
moment (3.4 × 1018 Nm), source‐line azimuth (30°) and
depth (17 km) are the same in the forward and inverse
problem. This also holds for the complete wavefield Green’s
functions that are considered “unspoiled,” being calculated by the discrete wave number method [Bouchon, 1981;
Coutant, 1989] in a 1‐D crustal model [Haslinger et al.,
1999] between 0.01 and 0.2 Hz. Eight stations are considered, as in the real case (see Figure 2).
[18] Dynamic strips derived from (synthetic) waveforms
at three stations, SER, ZAK, and RGA, are shown in
Figures 3b–3d, 4b–4d, and 5b–5d. The x − t plots are supplemented by the corresponding kinematic projection lines
forward simulated in a homogeneous model with the S wave
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Figure 3. Synthetic model of a unilateral rupture propagation toward x > 0. (a) the assumed x − t slip
history (data) superimposed by the kinematic projection lines of SER (red), ZAK (green) and RGA
(blue) stations (Figure 2). (b–d) Dynamic projection strips, (e) dark spots, i.e., the aggregate projection pattern constructed from all eight stations, (f) inverted x − t plot calculated by two methods,
iterative back‐projection (method A, slip velocity shown by the color scale) and the modified ISOLA
iterative deconvolution (method B, green circles proportional to scalar moment). The assumed frequency
range is f < 0.2 Hz.

velocity at the source depth (Vs = 3.4 km/s); for simplicity,
only five point sources per asperity are considered to form
the KPSs. Note that the DPSs in Figures 3b–3d, 4b–4d, and
5b–5d follow approximately their kinematic counterparts,
suggesting dominance of S and Lg waves.
[19] Another remarkable feature of the DPSs is that some
of them are nonuniform, i.e., with correlation values varying
along the strip. To explain this, consider the quality of the
possible fit between the synthetic seismogram y(t) due to a
trial x − t source point and the complete real waveform u(t).
In the optimum case, when the trial source belongs to the
true finite‐extent source, the synthetic y(t) will fit one of the
Wj’s in (6) including all phases (P, S, Lg, etc.). If the trial
source is out of the true source, it may still fit (approximately) some Wj when the arrival time and amplitude of a
dominant phase satisfy (8); the correlation will be lower due
to the bad fit of the other phases. Therefore the DPS has its

geometry given implicitly by the travel times of such a
dominant phase, and, in contrast to KPS, the DPS is nonuniform. The variations are also due to the fact that the x − t
points along the strip are characterized by different Green
functions and different focal mechanism effects. However,
some of these changes might be compensated by the tradeoff
between S and M in (8).
[20] Looking again at Figures 3–5, the DPSs identify the
directive and antidirective stations. Similarly to KPS, the
DPS width is controlled by the directivity terms T R(x) +
T P(Y, x), where T P refers to the dominant phase. For
example, in Figure 3 (assuming rupture propagation toward
x > 0) station SER is in the forward direction; hence its strip
is narrow. While the KPSs are controlled by the projection
lines passing through the end points of the source, the
waveforms processed with a finite frequency band provide
“smeared” strips. Therefore DPS is not as narrow as its KPS
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Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 but for the synthetic model of unilateral rupture propagation to the left
(toward x < 0).

counterpart due to the limited frequency band. The minimum width of DPS is limited by the shortest considered
period; as a rule, the strips of the directive stations are wider
than the kinematic strips.
[21] The DPSs (similarly to KPSs) might also indicate
multiple asperities. For example, the two strips of the antidirective station (ZAK) are well separated from one another,
even in the limited frequency band under study. They
clearly reflect the slip segmentation into two asperities. In
contrast, station SER essentially “sees” only one asperity,
since the two strips are close to each other and the limited
frequency band further contributes to the merging effect.
The off‐fault station RGA has two broader strips that partially help to identify the two separate slip patches. Among
all eight stations, ZAK is the most important one to recognize this segmentation. The lower intensity of one of the
ZAK strips is also a notable effect. It corresponds to fitting a
weaker wave contribution from the asperity that is more
distant from ZAK; even if it matches the weak signal perfectly, the variance reduction is low due to the unfitted
stronger signal from the closer asperity. This follows from
the fact that the fit is measured between a single point source

contribution and the entire seismogram. The dynamic strips
in Figures 4b–4d and 5b–5d can be discussed in a similar
way.

4. Dark Spots
[22] Normalized DPSs of all eight stations are summed up
in Figures 3e–5e. The aggregate x − t pattern is dominated
by the local maxima of the correlation, for brevity called
“dark spots,” at which the DPSs of the individual stations
overlap. The spots delineate the regions where asperities
will be retrieved in the inversion, including artifacts (recall
Figure 1b).
[23] Figure 3e shows the aggregate of the DPSs for the
model of the rupture propagation toward x > 0, indicating
two major dark spots. They represent a smeared image (due
to the use of a limited frequency range) of the intersection of
the KPSs shown in Figure 3a. The situation is similar to the
schematic Figure 1b. The KPSs of stations SER and ZAK
intersect one another in four regions, only two of them corresponding to the true source. The related DPSs are smeared
so that the individual true and false crossings are not visible.
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Figure 5. (a–f) Same as Figures 3 and 4 but for the synthetic model of bilateral rupture propagating from
x = 0 km. This case is characterized by a strong artifact, the spurious asperity close to x = 0 km, independent of the inversion scheme used (compare Figures 5a and 5f), caused by the large value of the dark
spot (Figure 5e) at x = 0 km. The cyan dashed line in Figure 5e represents the input bilateral rupture
propagation with rupture speed Vr = 3 km/s.
Adding a third station (RGA), situated almost perpendicularly to the fault, or adding more stations, enhances the
overlap of the strips around the true x − t asperity, but also
the spurious one due to the subhorizontal character of the
DPS. The slip inversion might then have problems when
inferring the x − t asperity position (involving the rupture
speed).
[24] An analogous experiment for the unilateral rupture
propagation but in the opposite direction (toward x < 0), is
displayed in Figure 4e. The same stations are used; SER and
ZAK now play the roles of the antidirective and directive
stations, respectively. The pattern of the dark spots can again
be explained in terms of the KPS’s based on the analogy
with true (a, b) and false (a′, b′) asperities in the schematic
Figure 1b. In Figures 3a and 4a, the KPSs intersections form
analogous false and true asperities as in the schematic
Figure 1b. One can see that the distance between the corresponding true and false asperities is larger in Figure 4a
than in Figure 3a. In the low‐frequency range, the more dis-

tant asperities a and a′ produce more severe smearing.
Therefore the inversion of the model with the rupture propagation toward x < 0 (Figure 4) is likely to meet greater
difficulties when retrieving the asperity x − t position than in
the case of the model with the opposite rupture propagation
(Figure 3). The difference is mostly due to the different
angle between the fault and the respective directive station.
[25] In case of the bilateral rupture (Figure 5) two separate
dark spots (such as in Figures 3 and 4) can no longer be seen,
although the distance between the two asperities is still the
same. This is because the fault and the station geometry yield
no clear split of the DPSs. Instead, we get a single “V‐shaped”
dark spot. One can expect that the inversion might have
problems in identifying the two separate asperities. In particular, note that the dark spot in Figure 5e is most intense
even at a place of no real slip at all, close to x = 0 km. This
is the place where the two directive strips of stations SER
and ZAK cross each other. An additional station (e.g., RGA,
see Figure 5d) does not essentially help, since the crossing
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Figure 6. Comparison of the DPSs from eight and three stations for the synthetic bilateral scenario.
(a) The aggregated projection pattern for eight stations (same as Figure 5e). (b) Similar pattern derived
from three stations only. Their kinematic projection lines are displayed: SER (red), ZAK (green), and
RGA (blue).
of the two narrow strips of SER and ZAK is strongly
dominant. Moreover, the subhorizontal RGA strip itself
passes close to x = 0 km, too. The other stations play a
minor role in the identification of the two asperities and do
not reduce the artifact close to x = 0 km, as demonstrated in
Figure 6 where the dark spot from all stations is compared to
that from the three stations only (namely SER, ZAK, RGA).
[26] To summarize, each DPS shows how the uncertainty
of the model parameters (the x − t tradeoff) is affected by
an individual station for a given slip distribution. The DPS
intersection, i.e., the dark spot, is then related to the uncertainty due to the whole station network. There is an analogy
with the investigation of the parameter uncertainties by
means of the resolution matrix of linear inversion problems
[Page et al., 2009]. Indeed, each row of the resolution matrix
relates one input model parameter to its uncertainty in the
inverse problem. Summing these rows with weights according to the finite‐extent input source model would provide
similar information as the dark spot. Note that while the
resolution matrix itself is controlled only by the station distribution, the summed rows weighted by the true slip (or the
dark spots) are already specific to the input model.
4.1. Role of DPSs and Dark Spots in the Slip Inversion:
Comparison of Two Inversion Methods
[27] This section demonstrates that the inversion of the
complete low‐frequency waveforms is driven by the kinematic and dynamic strips. Waveforms are forward simulated
at eight regional stations (Figure 2), assuming the three
scenarios described in Figures 3a–5a. The inversion is performed by two methods called A and B. Both methods minimize the L2‐norm misfit between the observed and synthetic
waveforms, using the previously estimated scalar moment and
focal mechanism, but not constraining the rupture velocity
and/or the hypocenter location.
[28] In method A [Gallovič et al., 2009], the misfit is
expressed analytically as a function of the slip velocity, being
itself a function of time and the along‐strike position. The
formulas are equivalent to the propagation of the residual
wavefield back to the fault. The minimization is performed
by the conjugate‐gradient method [Press et al., 1992]. The
initial slip velocity model is a smooth 2‐D function along
the fault and of time. At each iteration, the slip velocity
model is simultaneously updated along the whole fault, grad-

ually revealing the major characteristics of the source process
such as the direction of rupture propagation and dominant
asperities. The constraints of the fixed seismic moment and
positivity of the slip velocity are applied. No smoothing or
damping is employed.
[29] Method B is a modification of the ISOLA software
[Sokos and Zahradník, 2008] to build up a finite‐extent
source by consecutive retrieval of point‐source subevents
using iterative deconvolution. The subevents are grid searched in the x − t space; the synthetics of each subevent
match the residual wavefield (i.e. the difference between the
data and cumulative contribution of the preceding subevents). The standard iterative deconvolution by Kikuchi
and Kanamori [1991] tends to represent the whole wavefield by a few large point sources. To allow for a more
realistic moment distribution in time and space, we introduce a simple modification: if the method requests a subevent with best‐fitting moment msub, we allow only msub fract,
where 0 < fract < 1. Of course, using smaller fract, one
needs more subevents to get the same total scalar moment;
in this paper we use fract = 0.25 and need about 15–20 subevents to get the same moment. Using, for example, fract =
0.10 and 30–40 subevents we get different source details,
but the overall pattern of the moment distribution remains
unchanged. The modified iterative deconvolution is presented in this paper for the first time.
[30] The inversion results for the three scenarios, two
unilateral and one bilateral, are shown in Figures 3f–5f.
Methods A and B provide similar (although not identical)
results. The general features such as hypocenter location
and the overall direction of rupture propagation are resolved
in all cases. In the unilateral models, the two asperities are
also well retrieved in accordance with the presence of the
two dark spots in the aggregated DPS (Figures 3e–5e). The
retrieved asperities are isolated even in the bilateral model,
although the “V‐shaped” dark spot does not reveal a clear
split (the inversion result represents a subset of the x − t
region covered by the spot). Nevertheless, the bilateral model
has a significant drawback; the inversion (Figure 5f) yields
not only the two true asperities but also an additional strong
false asperity at the center of the fault. In method A the false
asperity is almost independent of the starting model of the
iterative inversion. In method B, the spurious asperity is
already the second largest subevent required by the inver-
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 5, i.e., synthetic model of a
bilateral rupture propagation from x = 0 km but constraining
the 6 km wide central region of the fault to experience no
slip. Although the inversion artifact close to x = 0 km is
avoided in both methods, the inverted slip is large at the
border of the “forbidden” region. The example is a warning
against misinterpreting the inversion result. If the solution
tends toward the borders of the forbidden region, it does not
imply that the forbidden region contains the true slip
(compare with Figure 5).
sion. The waveform fit for the bilateral scenario is as good
as for the other scenarios (the overall variance reduction
larger than 0.9 in both methods).
[31] We try to artificially “forbid” the region around x =
0 km in the inversion (see Figure 7). The spurious asperity
is avoided in both methods A and B. However, Figure 7
also shows that in such a case the inversions by both
methods tend to put the slip as close to the forbidden zone as
possible. This result is interesting from the viewpoint of
possible misinterpretations of the inverse problem solutions:
Assume a case in which we want to prove the existence of
the asperity at x = 0 km. We formally forbid the corresponding zone and inspect the inversion progress. If the
inverted slip tends to get close to the forbidden region
(as happened in our case), the asperity at x = 0 km is
understood to be a stable inversion feature. However, our
example clearly shows that a stability like that does not
ensure that the asperity is real.
[32] Although the hypocenter position and rupture direction are resolved by both methods, the rupture speed,
evaluated by the least‐squares fitting of the subsources
(method B), differ from the true value of 3.0 km/s. For the
unilateral propagation toward x > 0 and x < 0 the retrieved
values equal 3.3 and 3.7 km/s, respectively. The distortion
of velocity is a consequence of the effect shown schematically in Figure 1b where false asperities appeared
although the false asperities themselves were not visible
due to the blurring effect. The effect is present both for the
three stations (as assumed in Figure 1b) or all eight. For
the bilateral case, where the false asperity is a major effect,
the retrieved speed is completely wrong (larger than 5 km/s
in both directions).
[33] We emphasize that the described behavior of the
waveform inversion is fully consistent with the DPS and
KPS analysis presented in the preceding section (i.e., an
artificial asperity for the bilateral model and greater problems in determining the rupture speed for x < 0 than for
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x > 0 unilateral models). Obviously, the station distribution
is an important issue, but the azimuthal coverage is not poor.
(In practice, at near‐regional distances, it is rarely better.)
We dispose of eight stations, five of which are in favorable
positions, i.e., in the almost forward and backward directions (SER, MAM, THL, ZAK, PYL). Their combination
plays a key role in constraining the inversion. Therefore the
main problem is not only in the azimuthal coverage but also
in the multiplicity of the true asperities that causes the
nonuniqueness of the inverse problem.
[34] It is also important to emphasize that the dark spots
determine the inverted slip pattern independently of the slip
inversion approach used. The dark spots represent areas
attracting the optimization procedures. The slip is always confined within the dark spots, but the details revealed inside
the spots by different inversion methods are not necessarily
the same. For example, in Figures 4f both methods yield
a more focused (“peaked”) x − t pattern than in Figure 3f.
On the other hand, the position of the “peaks” resolved
by methods A and B in Figure 4f is not identical. And,
importantly, the inferred pattern is also not exactly the same
as the true asperity pattern.
[35] We emphasize that the concept of the dark spots
attracting any inversion method holds even for the false
asperities. Thus no method is better protected against the
inversion artifacts than any other. It is possible that false
intersections of directive strips at regions of no real slip
might represent even the main common feature of different
inversion schemes. Perhaps the only way to prevent the
artifacts is to consider some prior constraints.
4.2. Constraints in the Slip Inversions
[36] As in any nonunique inverse problem, the result can
be improved by imposing a constraint. Three possible constraints are considered here: (1) use of higher frequencies,
(2) known rupture speed and hypocenter position, (3) independent prior knowledge of an asperity. They are applied to
the most problematic bilateral scenario (Figure 5).
[37] 1. Figure 8 demonstrates the slip inversion of the
bilateral model when the frequency band is extended up to
1 Hz. The full‐wavefield Green’s functions are again exactly
the same in both forward and inverse modeling. The false
asperity in the fault center is somewhat (but not completely)
reduced in both methods A and B, see Figure 8f. This is so
because the individual station DPS’s in Figures 8b–8d are
sharper when compared to those in Figures 5b–5d. The
sharper DPS’s result in a more constrained dark spot (compare Figures 5e and 8e) that drives the inversion better toward
both asperities. The false crossing close to x = 0 km is less
supported by station RGA. Nevertheless, the false intersection
of the SER and ZAK directive strips is still present and attracts
both methods to a spurious spot of no real slip at the fault
center. However, this constraint is not only hardly applicable
in practice because of the lack of sufficiently precise crustal
models up to such a relatively high frequency, but its effectiveness to reduce false asperities is not optimal. More sophisticated methods based on spectral decomposition [Ji et al.,
2002] might better employ high‐frequency data to improve
pattern recognition.
[38] 2. Figure 9a, frequency range up to 0.2 Hz, compares the input slip velocity model for the bilateral scenario
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Figure 8. (a–f) Same as Figure 5, i.e., synthetic model of a bilateral rupture propagation from x = 0 km,
but for the frequency band up to 1.0 Hz. The inversion artifact close to x = 0 km is partially reduced in
both methods (see Figure 8f).

Figure 9. Slip inversion results by method B with constraints (symbols) compared with the input slip
velocity model (color scale). The assumed frequency range is f < 0.2 Hz. (a) Same as Figure 5, i.e.,
synthetic model of a bilateral rupture propagation from x = 0 km, but inverted with a prior knowledge of
the hypocenter position and the rupture speed (cyan line, also shown in Figures 5e). (b) Same as Figure 5
but with a prior constraint of the right‐hand asperity (plotted in black). Note that the spurious asperity at
x = 0 km was suppressed in both cases.
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(plotted in the background by the color scale) with the
inversion result by method B in which the rupture velocity
and hypocenter were constrained. This means that only
subevents whose x − t positions follow the true hypocenter
position and rupture speed, shown as the cyan line, were
allowed. The true asperities are (approximately) inferred,
while the false asperity is fully avoided. The explanation is
simple. The inversion is driven by the intersection of the
dark spot with the cyan line (representing the prescribed
rupture propagation) shown in Figure 5e. This intersection is
characterized by small correlation values at the hypocenter
(x = 0 km); hence the artifact is missing and the true
asperities are revealed. Note that if another hypocenter
position or rupture velocity (within reasonable limits) are
prescribed in the inversion, the slip model would be slightly
different with approximately the same fit to the observed
data (especially when imprecise Green’s functions are used
in real applications). This illustrates the mechanism behind
the well‐known tradeoff between rupture speed and slip that
led to combined seismic and geodetic inversions [Hernandez
et al., 1999; Custódio et al., 2009].
[39] 3. Since artifacts appear in the slip inversion due
to the multiplicity of asperities, we try to constrain one
asperity, hypothetically known from independent data in
advance. The preliminary unconstrained inversion provided
the point source subevents in the left, right and middle parts
of the fault (Figure 5f). As an example, we suppose that
independent data supported the existence of the right‐hand
asperity. We collect subevents from that part of the fault,
and calculate the corresponding finite‐extent synthetics for
all stations; these synthetics are subtracted from original
waveforms. (Remark: the definition of this initial finite source
also includes the optimization of its scalar moment, analogous to equation (9).) The residual data, now already with
one true asperity removed, are used as new input into the
standard inversion by method B. Figure 9b compares the
resulting subevent distribution with the input bilateral scenario (color scale). The constrained inversion reveals (approximately) the slip pattern in the left‐hand part of the fault, but,
most importantly, there is no spurious slip in the center of
the fault. This is a direct consequence of equation (4); after
prior removal of asperity a, the inversion is G−1(Si) = bi,
each station providing just a single strip (not shown here),
and hence the solution provides asperity b only. This constraint seems to be the best, but prior knowledge of an
asperity is obviously rare (except in combined inversions
of seismic and geodetic data). Nevertheless, this constraint
can be useful for variable initiation of the inversion when
inspecting possible alternative solutions (see below).
[40] We emphasize that the above tests do not represent an
exhaustive set of possible constraints. For example, we did
not consider nonuniform gridding of the model parameters.

5. Real Data Example
[41] Here we demonstrate the applicability of the DPS
concept on real data of the 2008 Movri Mountain Mw6.3
earthquake, Greece. It was the largest strike‐slip earthquake
that occurred in western Greece during the past 25 years
[Ganas et al., 2009] and its importance for seismic hazard
assessment in Greece is thus obvious [Tselentis et al., 2010].
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A few years of anomalous seismicity pattern preceding the
event was reported by Chouliaras [2009]. Papadopoulos
et al. [2009] attributed the event to an unusual earthquake
“storm” that struck Greece in 2008, in which four Mw > 6.2
earthquakes occurred during an unusually short time interval
of 6 months. No surface ruptures related to the causative fault
were observed. Koukouvelas et al. [2009] reported significant coseismic surface ruptures up to distances of 10 km
from the epicenter. The source model was previously studied by Konstantinou et al. [2009] and Gallovič et al. [2009],
both inferring a delayed asperity (see below). This section
presents a critical review of that result.
[42] The fault and station geometry (Figure 2), crustal
model, and also computational methods are the same as in
the preceding synthetic tests. Figure 10a shows the retrieved
dynamic strips in the frequency range 0.01–0.2 Hz. Time t =
0 s corresponds to the origin time of the earthquake. Stations
SER and THL provide clear DPSs sloping toward x > 0 that
are quite narrow, thus informing about predominant rupture
propagation toward the northeast (compare with the synthetic test in Figure 3). On the contrary, stations ZAK, KAL,
and PYL, situated southwest of the epicenter, feature wide
DPSs with the opposite slope, further confirming the predominant northeast rupture propagation. The DPS at station
ZAK may perhaps suggest splitting into two strips, indicating the presence of a second asperity. The DPS’s provide
no indication of bilateral rupture propagation.
[43] Figure 10b shows the dark spot for the Movri Mountain earthquake, i.e., summed DPSs from all eight stations. It
confirms the northeast rupture propagation, existence of a
strong asperity close to x = 0 km and a weaker slip at x < 0.
No split of the x − t slip pattern into several patches is
indicated, perhaps due to the use of relatively low‐frequency
data.
[44] Figure 10c then compares the inversion results of
methods A and B (method A having already been applied to
the studied event by Gallovič et al. [2009], method B being
newly added here). The inversion image is dominated by the
rupture propagation along the positive x axis (toward
northeast) with the strongest slip patch at x = 0 km, t = 10 s.
Comparing this with the epicenter position at x = −8 km
(arrow in Figure 10c), we conclude that the main patch (t =
10 s) had a significant time delay. The other important
feature of the x − t image is the patch close to the epicenter
at t = 5 s, marking another delay with respect to the origin
time. These two main features are common to methods A
and B, while details are not the same. Similar differences
between methods A and B (although smaller) were observed
also in the synthetic tests (Figures 3f–5f). The waveform fit
for both methods is almost the same (variance reduction 0.7),
which suggests that both models obtained by methods A and B
are equally acceptable.
5.1. Alternative Nonsmooth Models
[45] Two models equally well satisfying the observed data
suggest the existence of other models which also fit the data.
A simple tool for at least partly exploring the nonuniqueness
of the source model is the prior constraint of a slip patch (see
the previous section). We do not dispose of independent slip
data, but we can (repeatedly) initialize the inversion with an
arbitrary finite‐extent source. As method B is technically
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Figure 10. Inversion of real‐data example (the Movri Mountain earthquake). (a) Dynamic projection
strips for all eight stations (Figure 2). (b) dark spot, i.e., aggregate of all eight dynamic projection
strips. (c) x − t pattern inverted by two independent methods of this paper. Frequency band f < 0.2 Hz. The
black arrow on the horizontal axis marks the epicenter position. The nonuniqueness of the source model
(alternatives to Figure 10c) is demonstrated in Figure 11.
more suitable than method A for such a purpose, it is used
further solely. Figure 11 shows the results of six tests of
method B (circles) together with the previous result of
method A (color scale). The latter is shown just for comparison; it represents merely one realization of the possible
inversion results of method A.
[46] The first two tests (Figures 11a and 11b) use a part of
the preliminary (unconstrained) x − t plot, namely the
groups of events at about t = 5 s (“early”) and t = 10 s
(“late”). When initiating the inversion with the late asperity,
see Figure 11a, two patches are retrieved; one of them being
the early asperity. Figure 11b shows the opposite case
where, however, the final pattern consists of only two pat-

ches. Note also the variable size of the patches among the
tests. Also note the close similarity between methods A
and B in Figure 11b. The third test (Figure 11c) serves to
enhance the latter effect by an artificial time shift of the
initial early asperity (+1 s). The early asperity now being
exactly the same as in method A, the second asperity is also
common to both methods, and the whole image provided by
method B simplifies considerably. Nevertheless, the coincidence of methods A and B cannot be interpreted as a
preference for just that solution. Similarly to “pushing”
method B to agree with method A, also method A can be
initialized in different ways to agree with the unconstrained
method B.
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Figure 11. (a–f) Stability check of the real‐data case from Figure 10. Shown are repeated solutions by
method B, initializing each time the inversion with a different finite‐extent source (plotted in black).
Moment of the initial patch is optimized with respect to the real data. The colored background solution by
method A, same as in Figure 10, is shown for comparison. All models satisfy the data equally well
(varred = 0.7 and the same scalar moment), except for Figure 11f (varred = 0.66). The latter is an example
of an inadequate solution, although the inversion was initiated inside the dark spot (Figure 10b). Note that
the acceptable models include a few patches or a single homogenous patch (Figure 11d). Initiating the
solution outside the dark spots is not harmful, see Figure 11e; it simply yields the same pattern as with the
unconstrained asperities (Figure 10c) because the initiating subevents require almost no seismic moment.
Not all the equivalent solutions found by method B (Figures 11a–11e) agree with the two main patches of
method A, e.g., see Figure 11d. The agreement between the two methods is not indicative for model
relevance.
[47] Figure 11d demonstrates the case where the two methods yield quite dissimilar results (again with the same fit,
varred = 0.7). The inversion is initialized with a smooth
homogeneous slip distribution in the region of no slip in the
preceding tests, but still inside the dark spot. The data accept
such a pattern “complementary” to that of Figures 11a–11c
but practically do not need any slip in the two patches (t =
5 s and t = 10 s) shown in color. In Figure 11e we initiate the
inversion with a slip assumed to occur well outside the dark
spot, at about x = 5 km, t = 5 s. Such a patch requires almost
no scalar moment, hence the resulting model (with varred =
0.7), is practically the same as in Figure 10c (unconstrained).
[48] Finally, to demonstrate that not every model within
the dark spot is acceptable, Figure 11f shows the result for a
prescribed homogeneous slip pattern with rupture propagation toward x < 0. In this case the data require an additional
patch at x = 5 km, but the fit (for the same total moment as
before) is worse, varred = 0.66.
[49] As all of the solutions in Figure 10c and Figures 11a–
11e provide the same data fit (the overall variance reduction
is 0.7) and the same total scalar moment, none of them can
be considered as a preferable source model of the Movri
Mountain earthquake. They merely partly illustrate the
shape of the misfit function; it has several local minima of
almost identical depth, allowing the data to be explained by
a class of source models that are relatively far from each
other (asperities located at different positions in space and
time). Nevertheless, the investigated source models have two
common features. (1) They never exceed the limits imposed

by the correlation dark spot. (2) They tend to be rough,
“peaked” at a few, two‐three patches.

6. Discussion
[50] Our results for the Movri Mountain earthquake are
basically similar to those obtained by Konstantinou et al.
[2009], where, however, the fine details of the slip distribution on the 3 km scale were reported using the frequency
range up to 0.1 Hz. Similarly to our study, they also found a
large time delay of the main slip patch with respect to the
origin time. Thus both studies seem to indicate that there
was a temporary rupture arrest between the slip initiation
and the main rupture episodes. The only difference is that
Konstantinou et al. [2009], using regional data, also reported
variations of the slip along the fault dip, for which (with
similar station coverage) we found no resolution up to 0.2 Hz.
[51] It seems there is not much to improve for this earthquake with the available regional stations and crustal models. If we prefer a non‐smooth source model, it is nonunique,
represented by a suite of equivalent models. Alternatively,
we can assume a smoothed model. For example, to declare
that the inverted x − t pattern is just the dark spot itself. Such
a formal smoothing would negatively affect the applicability
of the source model in strong motion simulations (it would
underestimate the peak motions). Seeking correct assessments of the fault roughness is an important future goal
[Causse et al., 2010; Burjánek and Zahradník, 2007; Gallovič
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and Brokešová, 2004], even if the nonsmooth model remains
nonunique.
[52] Exploring the model space as much as possible and
further evaluating statistical properties of equivalent source
models would be a useful, though complicated task [Piatanesi
et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2006]. The present paper indicates that
the dark spots reduce the domain of the parameter space to
be explored. Monelli and Mai [2008] suggested estimation
of posterior marginal distributions of the model parameters
based on exploration of the model space. Still, if the reduced
model space is not sampled sufficiently, the true parameters
may lie on the tails of the distributions (thus forming stable
artifacts). Note that such persistent false features cannot be
detected even by bootstrapping or jackknifing methods typically used in inverse problems, as showed by Page et al.
[2009]. The failure of jackknifing (i.e., repeated exclusion
of a station) can easily be understood thanks to the concept
of dynamic strips. The exclusion of off‐fault stations practically does not change the inversion result, simply because
they do not contribute much to the inversion (see, e.g.,
Figure 6). On the other hand, by having only a few stations
strongly constraining the solution (especially those close to
the forward directivity azimuth), and excluding them, we
loose the resolution, thus making the impression that the slip
can be almost arbitrary. This effect can be easily understood
also from Figure 1a if the projection strip of the forward
directivity station (red) is omitted. The dark spot for the two
remaining stations would then be extremely uncertain (see
the area delimited by the green and blue lines in Figure 1a).
[53] The synthetic tests show that a few high‐quality data
with well constrained crustal models may provide an adequate solution. Of course, inverting many stations might
also be useful since they complement each other as regards
the relevance of the crustal model, instrumental behavior,
noise, etc. Adding stations just to increase the azimuthal coverage is not always needed. Moreover, the formal use of too
many station might implicitly overweight the data in certain
azimuths as Roumelioti et al. [2009] warned. For example,
distant stations (although perhaps reducing the azimuthal
gap) may be harmful due to the more significant inaccuracy
of Green’s functions. Near stations should be used with
caution as they might be corrupted by instrumental defects,
often not obvious at first glance [Zahradník and Plešinger,
2005, 2010]. Such data at near stations tend to be fitted very
well, thus biasing the inversion considerably [Zahradník
et al., 2008b].

7. Conclusions
[54] The objective of this paper was to investigate the
uncertainties and possible artifacts of slip inversion due to
the inherent non‐uniqueness of the inverse problem. To
exclusively study such uncertainties, we focused mainly on
synthetic tests with noise‐free data and exact crustal models.
Two methods were applied and compared in this paper,
(1) the iterative back‐propagation method [Gallovič et al.,
2009] and (2) the modified iterative deconvolution with
controlled moment release; the latter being presented for the
first time here. The findings can be summarized as follows:
[55] 1. The slip inversion is similar to simultaneously locating multiple point sources without picking arrivals. Finite‐size
asperities can be retrieved at intersections of the arrival‐time
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isolines forming so‐called kinematic projection strips. The
strips are narrow/broad for directive/antidirective stations,
respectively. Each strip represents mapping from the model
space to the single‐station data space and back. Intersections
of the station strips inform about mapping of the model
space to the solution space. The intersections cover a larger
domain than the true parameters, suggesting that the solution
is nonunique.
[56] 2. We generalize the arrival time‐based kinematic
projection strips to complete wavefields, introducing the
“dynamic projection strips” (DPSs) for individual stations.
DPS is a set of points in the x − t plane, such that each
individual one fits a point‐source contribution of the observed
waveform. Not all the points of the strips are needed to
fit the waveform. Most of them only represent the nonuniqueness of the station contribution. The waveform is
fitted by a subset of points in the DPS. To find the true x − t
source segment, we need several stations. Intersections of
their dynamic strips, the so‐called dark spots, do include the
true solution but also its vicinity (blurring). Moreover, strong
artifacts occur in case of multiple (two or more) true asperities. Strong strips of the directive stations cross each other
not only at true asperities but also at spurious dark spots,
corresponding to regions of no real slip. The dark spots illustrate the mechanism which generates the nonuniqueness of
the parameter values. It is similar to information provided by
summed rows of the resolution matrix of linear problems,
weighted according to the particular input slip model (thus
being relevant not only to the station distribution, but also to
the particular slip field).
[57] 3. This paper demonstrates that DPSs of individual
stations may be constructed from both synthetic and real
data. The strips (and their forward kinematic modeling for
the synthetic tests) enable insight into the slip inversion,
informing about the station contributions to the inversion.
The shape of the DPS helps to identify the forward and
backward stations. At backward stations the DPSs indicate
possible multiple asperities. At forward stations, as a rule,
the asperities are mutually merged. Multiple asperities with
bilateral rupture propagation signalize possible false dark
spots in the x − t plots that might confuse the inversion.
[58] 4. The new concepts are used to interpret three synthetic models with two asperities (two unilateral rupture
scenarios and one bilateral). The two unilateral scenarios
provided somewhat different results, although using the same
stations, since their geometry with respect to the rupture
propagation direction was not the same. As the inversions
are driven by the dark spots, the main problems were
detected for the bilateral case providing a strong persistent
false asperity in the middle of the fault (a spurious crossing
of DPSs). Problems with spurious effects were common to
both inversion methods investigated in this paper; they
appear to be of a very general nature. Moreover, when the
asperity location is “forbidden” in the inversion, the slip concentrates as close to the forbidden region as possible. Therefore such behavior of the inversion cannot be interpreted as
proof that the asperity is true.
[59] 5. We discuss several ways of constraining the nonunique solution. Increasing the frequency might help to
partially reduce some spurious asperities. However, in practical near‐regional studies, this method is hampered by inaccuracies of the existing crustal models at higher frequencies
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(above 0.2 Hz). Fixing the rupture speed from the hypocenter at its true value would be a good tool to prevent the
artifacts, but the true speed and hypocenter position are not
known precisely. Fixing the rupture speed at a constant
value along the whole fault, together with fixing the hypocenter position, and searching for the best value of the
rupture speed as a free parameter is a common strategy, but
it might provide a biased rupture speed and slip model. The
optimum constraint seems to be a prior knowledge of one
true asperity. If the source contains only two asperities, such
a constraint will make the inversion free of the spurious
effect. However, prior constraint is not easy, except perhaps
when using GPS data. In the absence of any prior information about the slip, initiating the inversion (repeatedly)
with several finite‐extent sources might be effective at least
for partial exploration of the model space.
[60] 6. The line source model of the 2008 Movri Mountain
Mw6.3 earthquake, previously studied by Gallovič et al.
[2009], is compared with the independent results of the modified iterative deconvolution method. The DPSs of the individual stations were demonstrated for this earthquake. They
supported the previous interpretation of the predominantly
unilateral rupture propagation toward the northeast. No significant indication of bilateral propagation was found. The
two independent methods provide reasonable agreement: the
x − t slip pattern features two‐three asperities, characterized
by a considerable time delay with respect to the origin time.
On the other hand, as shown by the stability checks, the
exact x − t position of the asperities, as well as their exact
size (exact “roughness” of the slip pattern) remain unresolved; the earthquake is to be represented by a few equivalent source models, all of which provide the same match with
the observed waveforms.
[61] The inherent nonuniqueness of the slip inversion is
well known. This paper tries to throw light on some of the
“mechanisms” driving the inversion to different results
equally well fitting the data. Blurring of the slip pattern and
false asperities are presented as important and very general
artifacts. They may have accompanied many of the published
slip models, although not always explicitly recognized.
[62] Finally, note that all the conclusions were drawn for
relatively low‐frequency waveforms at near‐regional distances. The line‐fault approximation was chosen due to the
poor depth resolution in the present application. The near‐
fault high‐frequency studies might be less affected by the
artifacts studied in this paper provided they utilize well‐
calibrated crustal models. Nevertheless, the DPS concept
is applicable too, however, it would require truly extended
(2‐D) faults. Formal generalization of the DPS and KPS
concept would be straightforward. Nevertheless, the along‐
dip resolution might differ from case to case and require
further specific studies. The DPS and KPS concept can also
be useful in experimental design when planning the best
station positions for slip inversions.
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